Made in the UK

STORAGE COLLECTION

800 SERIES

800 Series Storage
Versatile, durable & space efficient
for any application
Planning space involves thinking about storage. What
is stored, where it is stored and why it is stored
are key to creating a productive and cost effective
working environment. Making the best use of space
reduces real estate costs, however more substantial
savings and productivity gains will be achieved by
addressing staff needs, work methodology and team
adjacency.
KI’s 800 Series collection of storage represents
the most advanced system of its kind available.
Manufactured in the UK utilising state of the art
automated technology, KI 800 Series is compatible
with KI’s full portfolio of workplace furniture.
The 800 Series is a comprehensive storage system for
every application; available in numerous dimensions,
finishes and locking options.
Made in the UK | 25 year warranty
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Lockers
Personal storage such as lockers are the cornerstone of the modern, agile working
environment. Lockers facilitate flexible working and allow visitors to find somewhere
safe to store their belongings. Whether located in large centralised banks, or adjacent to
workstations, lockers become a valued anchor for workers operating in offices where
they do not have an assigned workstation.
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Various configurations, sizes and finishes
Multiple colour finishes within each unit
Postal slots
RFID/NFC locks
Combination locks
Traditional key/barrel locks
Business card or label holders
Smart lockers - for converting lateral file drawers to lockers

Convert lateral file drawers to lockers
For organisations with an extensive installed base of lateral drawers, KI’s
innovative SmartLocker (pictured, left) is a cost-effective way to increase
the provision of personal storage.
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Lateral Files
Optimised for filing A4 media, KI’s lateral drawer units can optimise space efficiency as
well as worker organisation and retrieval of files. Customisable to suit any needs, these
units can be positioned adjacent to workstations, or away from desks to create shared
storage areas. Strong, stable and secure, they feature soft closures as standard, helping
maintain a pleasant office soundscape. By placing multiple units around an open plan
environment, these storage units can help delineate ‘neighbourhoods’ or even create
secluded quiet, breakout areas. This has been shown to help improve productivity and
wellbeing in open plan offices, where many people can feel overwhelmed by the size
and distractions of the space.
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Various configurations, sizes & finishes
Multiple colour finishes within each unit
RFID/NFC locks
Combination locks
Traditional key/barrel locks
Worktops, glass tops, cladding & sloping top options
Pass-throughs and top-box options
Varies pull handle options
Flush seemless back panels
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Cupboards & Bookcases
From small, end-of-desk cupboards to coat cupboards, bookcases and large core
storage, these units are versatile and essential components of any office environment.
Optimised for A4 media storage, they seamlessly integrate with workstations to create
a harmonious workspace with adjacent storage and display facilities.
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Various configurations, sizes & finishes
Multiple colour finishes within each unit
RFID/NFC locks
Combination locks
Traditional key/barrel locks
Worktops, glass tops, cladding & sloping top options
Pass-throughs and top-box options
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Recycling & Waste Units
Secure, confidential waste and recycling units can be designed and manufactured in
many ways to provide differing types of access. Integrated into the rest of the 800
Series portfolio, they can be a discrete and tidy waste management option.
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Various sizes & finishes
RFID/NFC locks
Combination locks
Traditional key/barrel locks
Worktops, glass tops, cladding & sloping top options
Pass-throughs & top-box options
Full integration with other storage units
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Towers
Achieving both generous personal storage and elegant space delineation, storage
towers can greatly enhance the wellbeing and comfort of workers in an open office
landscape. Research shows that people benefit from a sense of personal space, a
‘territory’ of sorts – especially in large, noisy open plans. Should a clear line of sight be
desired, these towers can be specified at, or below, desk height.
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Three standard heights – below desk, at desk or screen height
Multiple colour finishes & internal configurations
RFID/NFC locks
Combination locks
Traditional key/barrel locks
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Pedestals
Versatile and secure, pedestals ensure personal items are close at hand. Concealed
or oversized castors provide the flexibility to support an agile workspace, or provide a
perfect alternative to lockers for assigned workstations.
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Various configurations, sizes & finishes
Multiple colour finishes within each unit
Optional concealed or oversized castors
RFID/NFC locks
Combination locks
Traditional key/barrel locks
Upholstered seatpad
SpaceStation features internal lockable compartment for laptops
SpaceStation also available in desktop version
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Combinations
Each of the variations of 800 Series storage can be configured in infinite combinations to
meet the requirements of any space. Whether to define areas within an open plan that
are adjacent to workstations, or to provide away-from-the-desk storage, these storage
units add versatility and flexibility for all types of storage needs.
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Other Enhancements
Storage can play a central role in enhancing workplace strategies. From elegant finish
options to functional additions, the following options can create a happier, healthier,
more productive working environment:
 Planter boxes – biophilic design has been shown to improve worker wellbeing by
reducing stress and anxiety, with the potential to improve air quality in offices. By
adding planter boxes to the tops of storage units, companies can introduce a touch
of nature to the office environment.
 Sloping tops – add colour and reduce the accumulation of clutter to maintain a
tidy workspace.
 Pass-throughs and top-boxes – create extra storage while maintaining an
open, lighter aesthetic. Contrasting internal colours can enhance aesthetics and
complement surrounding colour schemes.
 Cladding, glass or MFC – wrap steel storage with MFC in numerous finish options
to create a soft, warmer appearance. Glass and MFC worktops can create extra
opportunities for colleagues to collaborate.
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